ARCTIC	in
to visit him regularly in Leavenworth Prison. He told me it was
pathetic to see Cook reduced to doing needlework.
"Only this I know," he said. "Cook pulled us all out of the Ant-
arctic with his good spirits and his medical care. That is all the Dr.
Cook there is for me."
Amundsen's boyish nature took an amusing turn in that he appro-
priated several of my habits, though I was the younger man by ten
years. I like to smoke a pipe in bed. Amundsen scolded me for it at
first, but later fell into the habit himself. I smoked a brand of
French-Canadian pipe tobacco. Amundsen tried it a few times;
then I discovered he had ordered fifty pounds for his own use.
For many years I have had the habit of eating but twice a day,
omitting lunch and substituting a walk or other physical exercise.
In Norway especially I followed this practice, since I couldn't stand
so many heavy Norwegian meals. In Spitzbergen when I started
out at noon to walk, Amundsen laughed at me. He said if he
skipped a meal it gave him a headache.
After our first polar flight Amundsen came over to America to
deliver lectures. I met him on the pier and helped him through the
customs. We got to his hotel about noon. I then suggested that
while he was having his lunch I would go to the gymnasium for my
regular wrestling bout with the professional. Rather bashfully
Amundsen told me that he had taken up the no-lunch system, too.
About his past achievements he was very reticent. "There is
nothing to tell," he would say. Yet during the many days of in-
timacy I passed with him he dropped several remarks about him-
self which I treasure in my memory.
One day he said: "I suppose my discovery of the South Pole will
always be regarded by the public as the high point of my life—but
not with me. My greatest achievement was the north-west passage
in the Gjoa"
Then he related to me a miraculous incident of that passage, an
episode that might have been taken from the sagas of the Norse-
men. Skirting the Arctic Coast of America, the little Gjoa was
caught in a gale and blizzard. Mountainous waves tossed the ship
like a cork, visibility dropped to nothing, and the mariners could
only drive ahead of the storm. Suddenly breakers were right under
the bows as the Gjoa drifted upon a reef so close to the surface that

